Nanobiosensors: Potentiality towards Bioanalysis
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Editorial

The biosensor is a device detects an analyte of interest, using a biological component with a physicochemical detector. In another way, a sensor integrates a biological element with a physicochemical transducer to generate an electronic signal, which is proportional to a single analyte detected by a detector. The biologically sensitive elements namely receptors, enzymes, antibodies, nucleic acids, organelles, cell, tissue, microorganisms, and cell which can also be created by biological engineering, which interacts either binding or recognizing with the analyte of interest. The transducer or the detector element (e.g., optical, electrochemical, piezoelectric), transforms the signal resulting from the interaction of the analyte of interest with the biological element into another signal and then it can be more simply measured and quantified with the help of concerned electronics or signal processing display.

The biosensor is a device detects an analyte of interest. In another way, a sensor integrates a biological element signal, which is proportional to a single analyte detected receptors, enzymes, antibodies, nucleic acids, organelles, created by biological engineering, which interacts either transducer or the detector element (e.g., optical, electrochemical, the interaction of the analyte of interest with the biological measured and quantified with the help of concerned electronics.

The first biosensor was developed by Led and Clark in 1962 and gained much attention. Applications of biosensors in medical diagnostics have motivated scientists towards evolution of biosensor technologies as newer tools due to their simplicity in operation, higher sensitivity and ability to perform multiple analyte analysis. Although, biosensor has potential challenges regarding its performance and yield in terms of simplicity and affordability. The application of biosensor in medical diagnostics and industries like pharmaceutical, food, beverages, environmental, and agricultural have proved immense potentiality because of the high demand in the market e.g., blood glucose level monitoring by glucometer. The biosensor has achieved a high level of precision (very low quantity) in measuring disease specific biomarkers not only in in-vitro but also in in-vivo environment for examples glucose, lactate, peroxides, DNA/RNA, and variety of releasing proteins or antibodies in diseases, which are considered to be potential tool to detect disease at its initial stage and begin treatment early. In order to this development, researchers have started innovative strategies to developed ultrasensitive sensing systems to sense the changes in biological environment e.g., surface plasmon resonance (SPR), graphene, nanotubes, nanowires, or nanocantilevers and quantum dots to quantify very low levels of biomolecules.

The first biosensor was developed by Led and Clark in 1962 medical diagnostics have motivated scientists towards evolution in operation, higher sensitivity and ability to perform challenges regarding its performance and yield in terms in medical diagnostics and industries like pharmaceutical, immense potentiality because of the high demand in the market has achieved a high level of precision (very low quantity) but also in in-vivo environment for examples glucose, lactate, antibodies in diseases, which are considered to be potential early. In order to this development, researchers have started systems to sense the changes in biological environment e.g., or nanocantilevers and quantum dots to quantify very low.

Therefore, the evolution of nanobiosensor based bioanalysis has resulted in substantial progress in its analytical performance and biodetection applications. In the research line of nanobiosensors, important milestones have been achieved for the implementation of a sensitive, affordable, hand-held and portable bioanalytical device with an ultrasensitive limit of detection of the same at the pM-fM level for a few numbers of infectious microorganisms directly in patient’s biological samples. Still nanobiosensor is able to selectively detect bioanalyte like uric acid (UA), dopamine (DA) and ascorbic acid (AA) at low level concentration for diagnosing early-stage of neurodegenerative diseases [1-11].

Therefore, the evolution of nanobiosensor based bioanalysis and biodetection applications. In the research line of nanobiosensors, of a sensitive, affordable, hand-held and portable bioanalytical same at the pM-fM level for a few numbers of infectious. Still nanobiosensor is able to selectively detect bioanalyte at low level concentration for diagnosing early-stage of nanobiosensors based on an optical detection method have been fabricated using nanoparticles, quantum dots and nanocantilevers. However the most promising nanobiosensors are the electric detection based for example field effect transistor nanosensors (FET), which is capable of identifying the specific biomarker. They are highly specific to their targets and generate a signal in a very short time within a few seconds. The sensing element of a FET nanobiosensor is the semiconductor channel i.e., nanowire of the transistor made up of using nanosized materials such as carbon nanotubes, and silicon nanowires. These nanomaterials have high surface to volume ratio and become extremely sensitive. A specific recognition entity can be used to immobilize the surface of the nanowire/nanotube, as a result the device specifically sensitive only to a specific target, a single stranded DNA capable of recognizing its complementary strand, an antibody that recognize a specific antigen, that specifically interact with another biological molecule [12-14].

Nanobiosensors based on an optical detection method have however the most promising nanobiosensors are the electric (FET), which is capable of identifying the specific biomarker. Signal in a very short time within a few seconds. The sensing i.e., nanowire of the transistor made up of using nanosized. These nanomaterials have high surface to volume ratio and can be used to immobilize the surface of the nanowire/nanotube, specific target, a single stranded DNA capable of recognizing antigen, that specifically interact with another biological.

Therapeutic drug monitoring is prerequisite for the pharmaceutical drugs with either dosage limitations (using pharmacokinetic and
pharmacodyanamics) or toxicity issues or both while patients undergoing treatment. Recently, for this purpose nanobiosensors are a class of potential bioanalytical techniques competent in the fast detection of administered many commonly therapeutic drugs or new developed drugs. Researchers are trying to synthesize nanobiosensors, which is biocompatible in nature having high signaling potential, simultaneously delivered along with therapeutic delivery devices for in vivo screening and treatment pertaining to health and diseases [15-19].

Therapeutic drug monitoring is prerequisite for the pharmaceutical and pharmacodynamics) or toxicity issues or both while nanobiosensors are a class of potential bioanalytical techniques therapeutic drugs or new developed drugs. Researchers are in nature having high signaling potential, simultaneously.

Deaths are high due to infectious diseases locally as well as globally with threats of epidemics, pandemics, emerging, re-emerging diseases, and antibiotics resistance pathogen. The biological or biochemical processes in health and diseases focusing new targets for molecular diagnosis and therapeutics are very crucial to develop not only advance detection methodology but also need to update treatment regimen procedure. The electrochemical and optic based biosensors are well established in clinical chemistry care laboratories for routine testing of blood analytes. Immunosensors as a biosensor lack popularity due to their sensitivity for many bioanalytes when compared to the conventional immunoassay methods. Even though, they exhibit high sensitivity and faster testing of biomarker for cardiac and cancer. To overcome faster error free analysis, POC testing requires by using ultrasensitive transducer technology as a nanobiosensor. It is directed towards development of nanobiosensing tools for molecular testing at the community health specifically cerebro, cardiac and cancer testing and to be opened new opportunities for utilizing nanobiosensors. Thus we can say that nanobiosensor is the newer generation biosensor utilizing smart nanomaterials and showed high stability, sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, reproducibility and precision. Smart nanomaterial like quantum dots (QDs), graphene, and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) having ultra high surface area and use as an agent for delivery of drugs, and to develop nobiodevices, reported by several researchers. Microfluidic nanobiosensors are sensing technology, detects the change of mass on the surface or change of dielectric behavior in the presence of biomarkers in smaller concentration (upto fM). It has multiplexing ability with low detection limit useful for point-of-care and regenerative medicine. Lab-on-a-Chip is a tiny device of diagnostic importance which integrates onto a single chip capable of analyzing one or several parameters. Its application in molecular biology, proteomics and cell biology are great achievement, exhibits more sensitivity and real time monitoring of analytes [20-25].

Deaths are high due to infectious diseases locally as well re-emerging diseases, and antibiotics resistance pathogen focusing new targets for molecular diagnosis and therapeutics but also need to update treatment regimen procedure. The in clinical chemistry care laboratories for routine testing of blood analytes. Immunosensors as a biosensor lack popularity due to their sensitivity for many bioanalytes when compared to the conventional immunoassay methods. Even though, they exhibit high sensitivity and faster testing of biomarker for cardiac and cancer. To overcome faster error free analysis, POC testing requires by using ultrasensitive transducer technology as a nanobiosensor. It is directed towards development of nanobiosensing tools for molecular testing at the community health specifically cerebro, cardiac and cancer testing and to be opened new opportunities for utilizing nanobiosensors. Thus we can say that nanobiosensor is the newer generation biosensor utilizing smart nanomaterials and showed high stability, sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, reproducibility and precision. Smart nanomaterial like quantum dots (QDs), graphene, and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) having ultra high surface area and use as an agent for delivery of drugs, and to develop nobiodevices, reported by several researchers. Microfluidic nanobiosensors are sensing technology, detects the change of mass on the surface or change of dielectric behavior in the presence of biomarkers in smaller concentration (upto fM). It has multiplexing ability with low detection limit useful for point-of-care and regenerative medicine. Lab-on-a-Chip is a tiny device of diagnostic importance which integrates onto a single chip capable of analyzing one or several parameters. Its application in molecular biology, proteomics and cell biology are great achievement, exhibits more sensitivity and real time monitoring of analytes [20-25].

Deaths are high due to infectious diseases locally as well re-emerging diseases, and antibiotics resistance pathogen focusing new targets for molecular diagnosis and therapeutics but also need to update treatment regimen procedure. The in clinical chemistry care laboratories for routine testing of blood analytes. Immunosensors as a biosensor lack popularity due to their sensitivity for many bioanalytes when compared to the conventional immunoassay methods. Even though, they exhibit high sensitivity and faster testing of biomarker for cardiac and cancer. To overcome faster error free analysis, POC testing requires by using ultrasensitive transducer technology as a nanobiosensor. It is directed towards development of nanobiosensing tools for molecular testing at the community health specifically cerebro, cardiac and cancer testing and to be opened new opportunities for utilizing nanobiosensors. Thus we can say that nanobiosensor is the newer generation biosensor utilizing smart nanomaterials and showed high stability, sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, reproducibility and precision. Smart nanomaterial like quantum dots (QDs), graphene, and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) having ultra high surface area and use as an agent for delivery of drugs, and to develop nobiodevices, reported by several researchers. Microfluidic nanobiosensors are sensing technology, detects the change of mass on the surface or change of dielectric behavior in the presence of biomarkers in smaller concentration (upto fM). It has multiplexing ability with low detection limit useful for point-of-care and regenerative medicine. Lab-on-a-Chip is a tiny device of diagnostic importance which integrates onto a single chip capable of analyzing one or several parameters. Its application in molecular biology, proteomics and cell biology are great achievement, exhibits more sensitivity and real time monitoring of analytes [20-25].

Deaths are high due to infectious diseases locally as well re-emerging diseases, and antibiotics resistance pathogen focusing new targets for molecular diagnosis and therapeutics but also need to update treatment regimen procedure. The in clinical chemistry care laboratories for routine testing of blood analytes. Immunosensors as a biosensor lack popularity due to their sensitivity for many bioanalytes when compared to the conventional immunoassay methods. Even though, they exhibit high sensitivity and faster testing of biomarker for cardiac and cancer. To overcome faster error free analysis, POC testing requires by using ultrasensitive transducer technology as a nanobiosensor. It is directed towards development of nanobiosensing tools for molecular testing at the community health specifically cerebro, cardiac and cancer testing and to be opened new opportunities for utilizing nanobiosensors. Thus we can say that nanobiosensor is the newer generation biosensor utilizing smart nanomaterials and showed high stability, sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, reproducibility and precision. Smart nanomaterial like quantum dots (QDs), graphene, and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) having ultra high surface area and use as an agent for delivery of drugs, and to develop nobiodevices, reported by several researchers. Microfluidic nanobiosensors are sensing technology, detects the change of mass on the surface or change of dielectric behavior in the presence of biomarkers in smaller concentration (upto fM). It has multiplexing ability with low detection limit useful for point-of-care and regenerative medicine. Lab-on-a-Chip is a tiny device of diagnostic importance which integrates onto a single chip capable of analyzing one or several parameters. Its application in molecular biology, proteomics and cell biology are great achievement, exhibits more sensitivity and real time monitoring of analytes [20-25].
interests have been reported by several researchers. This achievement, health-care programmes are fastly moving to prevention and early detection of diseases. It will be a component of future medicine and approach will make medical care more cost effective and ecofriendly. So that such type of devices with the unique features based on plasmonics are still needed [29-31].

Smartphones based nanobiosensor is handy, well equipped with advanced processors, increased memory, high-resolution camera, high end security and a variety of in-built sensors. This prototype for in-vitro and real-time monitoring of clinical analytes of interest has been reported. Electrochemical biosensing, immunassays, SPR based biosensing, flow cytometry, and optical detection based smartphone nanobiosensor are under progress and even near towards commercialized which will asset for monitoring and management in critical conditions [32-35].

Nanobiosensors based on plasmon for the detection of analytes achievement, health-care programmes are fastly moving to component of future medicine and approach will make medical devices with the unique features based on plasmonics.

Thus still nanobiosensor promises continuous R&D to design not only novel sensing but also enhance the known sensing strategies. The bionanosensor would be directed towards bioanalysis with high sensitivity, selectivity, specificity, quick, with high reproducibility, precision and accuracy, which are still in progress.

Thus still nanobiosensor promises continuous R&D to design strategies. The bionanosensor would be directed towards quick, with high reproducibility, precision and accuracy.
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